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Good morning, everyone!

It is a pleasure and an honor to be a part of the celebration
of the Administrative Professionals' Week, as launched and
organized by the Philippine Association of Secretaries and
Administrative Professionals, Inc.'s (PAS).

The thing about Secretaries and Administrative
Professionals is that you are probably the most widely
underappreciated, unsung heroes of any and all organizations
in both the private and public sectors. What makes you
"heroic", ironically enough, is the same reason why your
achievements go largely unnoticed and unrecognized.



The apparent paradox is explained by an anonymous
quote associated with the celebration of Administrative
Professionals Day, also known as Secretaries Day, which is
usually celebrated this time of the year, that is, the last full week
of April, in many countries around the world, including those in
Europe, North America and, of course, here in the Philippines.
The saying is to the effect that "The trouble with doing
something right the first time is that nobody appreciates how
difficult it was."

I'm sure you all understand what this means. Of course,
this is likely true for many other occupations, but it is perhaps
not as widely and nearly universally felt as by Secretaries and
Administrative Professionals, because it is so easy to discount
what you do as "routine" and "clerical", as if those two words
are necessarily synonymous with "easy" and "uncomplicated". I
an1 certain that you have probably had more than one occasion
to note' that your boss only notices you when something goes
wrong that you could be blamed for. Or, perhaps, you notice
that the most tangible form of appreciation you receive is the
increasing amount of work you are given.

As things stand, if you do your job right and without
hullaballoo, and things go smoothly as expected, your
achievements go unnoticed; but if you encounter trouble that
gives rise to a perceptible glitch, that is when your perceived
shortcomings are highlighted. Thus, contradictorily, as you get
n10re efficient and effective in doing what you do, instead of
being hailed for the hero that you are, you tend to fade into the
background and your competence go unnoticed and
unheralded.

But make no mistake, you truly are heroes. No, you may
not be marching out to engage in armed combat in defense of
your country, or use medical training to save lives, or legal



training to defend other people's causes in court, but you do all
of those things - help defend your country, help save lives and
help defend people's courts - in your own way.

Just imagine what society would be without people doing
what you do: it would be utter chaos, and it is about time that
the people you work for and with took the time to notice and
show proper appreciation for your sacrifices.

And it is a sacrifice. As Dr. Martin Henry Fischer, a
Gern1an-born physician and author, once said "You're no good
unless you are a good assistant; and if you are, you're too good
to be an assistant."

Therefore, never allow the failure of others to recognize
and show appreciation for your work and for you as a person
and as a professional get in the way of your own fair estimation
of your self-worth and the true measure of your contributions to
the success of others and the smooth running of society. That is
what "Moving Beyond Success" means, knowing your value in
the greater scheme of things and, by knowing, be empowered
by the knowledge that what you do matters and can change the
course of the institution you represent and even the community
at large.

With power, of course, comes great responsibility. Moving
Beyond Success means recognizing that there are more
measures to what a worthy secretary or administrative
professional is beyond the usual characteristics of competence
and efficiency. When it comes to professionals who occupy
positions that are as potentially sensitive as yours, integrity is
as much a requirement as technical skills.

In the past two years serving as the Secretary of Justice, I
have learned the importance never to discount the damage that



\

could be wrought by even a single person's wrong choice. It
could setback an entire institution and work to undermine
efforts to reform the ranks and regain the public's trust. I have
seen how inefficiencies and self-interests can get in the way of a
person's doing their jobs properly and, as a result,
c0l11prol11isingthe rest of the work force and, eventually, the
institution.

In fact, show me a high-ranking public official who has
gone astray and has misused his position for self-gain, and you
can guarantee that he or she could not have accomplished as
much harm to the public service without the willing assistance
of "lackeys," whom I refuse to even refer to as "administrative
professionals" for that term necessarily presupposes integrity
and pride in their work, which sure those individuals who do
the dirty work for others have neither trait. When put in that
position, therefore, that is perhaps one of the key moments to
move beyond success, beyond mere thoughts of self-
advancement and padding one's own nest. True professionals
would understand that, more than just success, exercising and
displaying a sense of social responsibility is also essential. They
don't cast their lot with the corrupt.

Thus, for someone with as heavy responsibilities as I do, I
cannot but put great stock on someone's character - perhaps
n10re than just mere competence because, at this day and age, a
trustworthy character is much harder to come by than any
other skill. I am, thus, the first to acknowledge that
administrative professionals in whom I can entrust the
sensitive operations of the Office of the Secretary of Justice are
difficult to find and, once found, difficult to let go or replace.

Therefore, don't think of yourself as employees, who clock
in to work five days a week and cash in paychecks whenever
they come. That is not who you are. You are your colleagues'



and co-workers' partners in building the future for the company
or institution you represent and, believe or not, the future of
our nation. Take pride in your contributions and the results
they yield. Perhaps you don't even understand the extent of
your influence. Secretaries and administrative professionals
who are capable of easing the burden of those they work with
are priceless, for the possibilities for such a combination is
endless.

Therefore, whether the people around you are smart
enough to understand your worth, or mindful enough to
express their appreciation where such is due, know without a
doubt that "no one is more cherished in this world than
someone who lightens the burden of another." So, allow me to
say this in behalf of everyone you've ever worked with: Thank
you.

Thank you, and don't forget to "Move Beyond Success"
and towards exercising greater social responsibility, and being a
part to the solution, not just to your professional concerns and
problelTIs, but also to those of society and our nation. I look
forward to seeing lTIOreof you take a more active role in nation-
building!

Again, thank you!
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